
About DMS iTECH

Established in the year of 2008, DMS 

iTech is an integral part of the DMS 

Group of Companies. We are a full-

service IT company that provides end-

to-end IT services, including hardware 

and software sales, support, and 

subscriptions to all kinds of businesses.

Since our inception, we have been 

recognized several times as one of 

Canada’s fastest growing companies as 

well as one of the 50 Best Managed IT 

companies in the country.

At DMS iTech, we strive to provide 

state-of-the-art IT services and serve 

as the trusted IT advisors to most of 

our customers. This is due in part to our 

commitment to maintaining industry 

certifications and the long-term 

relationships we build with our clients.

As the mobile cloud era continues to evolve, users are demanding faster 

access to their applications and critical data so they can work remotely from 

any location.  They expect access to what they need with a simple click of a 

button but want to be assured that their work is safe and secure in a resilient 

cloud based infrastructure.

DMS iTECH and VMware Horizon 7 work together to enable users to control 

and access a highly automated, consolidated platform which provides a 

number of benefits including:

Delivering Desktops and Applications through a Single Platform

Transform static desktops into highly secure, digital workspaces that can be 

delivered on demand.  Provision virtual or remote desktops and applications 

through the DMS iTECH VDI and app virtualization platform to streamline 

management and easily entitle end users.

Dramatically Improved ROI

Automatically allocate resources with virtual storage, virtual compute and 

virtual networking to simplify management and drive down running costs. 

Reduce day-to-day operational costs with a single platform that allows you 

to extend virtualization from the DMS iTECH datacenter to your devices.

Secure Data and Simplified Compliance

Consolidate delivery and protection of end user compute resources with 

policies that adapt to the end user’s computing environment. Leverage 

virtual networking to protect critical data and workloads.

Give your Users secure access to their Apps, Anytime, 

Anywhere, Any Device.

VIRTUAL DESKTOP INFRASTRUCTURE (VDI)
WITH DMS iTECH & VMWARE HORIZON 7
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Components of VMware 
Horizon

• vCenter Server

• ESXi Hypervisor

• View Agent

• Horizon Client

• Horizon View Connection 

Server

• ThinApp

• Horizon Administrator

Simplified Management across On-premise and Cloud

Take advantage of a modern delivery architecture that delivers desktops 

in seconds, reduces storage and operational costs and ensures painless 

application packaging and installation.

How does VMware Horizon work?

Horizon works differently from terminal servers such as VNC or Windows 

Terminal Services, commonly known as Remote Desktop Services. When 

using terminal services, users can access the server and use applications in 

their own sessions according to permissions specified by the administrator.  

One server/VM is shared by multiple users, and access to local resources 

may be restricted or performance may be impacted under peak loads.  Some 

software may not even work properly at all with remote desktop services.  

VMware Horizon is based on VMware vSphere and uses the vSphere 

environment for hosting virtual workspaces. User desktops are unique VMs 

running on ESXi hosts.  The VMware Horizon VDI solution provides greater 

security and flexibility than terminal services, because user data is stored on 

individual virtualized servers that can be managed, updated, and backed up 

centrally.

Users can connect to virtual desktops through Desktops, laptops, tablets, 

smartphones, thin clients, or zero clients.
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100% Canadian

The entire DMS iTECH cloud 

service  infrastructure  is  located 

in Canadian owned and operated 

Tier 3 certified data centers. 

Customer data never leaves 

Canada providing peace of mind 

as to where your data or your 

clients’ data resides. 

DMS iTECH offer a full suite of 

cloud services from servers, 

backup, file sync and archive 

through to virtual desktops and 

hosted Microsoft solutions.

Why select Horizon 7 as your VDI Platform?

VMware Horizon 7 enables IT departments to run virtual machine (VM) 

desktops and applications in the DMS iTECH data center and remotely 

deliver these desktops and applications to employees as a managed service. 

This computer-within-a-computer strategy enables multiple VMs to be run 

per physical server core. 

For administrators, this means desktop and application management can 

be simplified and automated.  Admins can quickly create virtual desktops 

on demand, based on user location and profile, while securely delivering 

desktops as a service from a central location.

End users can access their personalized virtual desktops or remote 

applications from company laptops, their home PCs, thin client devices, 

Macs, tablets, or smartphones.  Horizon 7 provides a consistent user 

experience across devices and locations while keeping corporate data 

compliant and securely stored in the data center.

VDI solutions first started appearing about a decade ago, but since that time, 

costs and provisioning ease have made great strides to allow VDI to become 

a mainstream solution.  DMS iTECH has invested in offering our partners the 

ability to run persistent and non persistent workloads in the cloud on a per 

client basis, making the solution both cost effective and easier to manage.
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RDS and VDI

Which one to choose?

In general, RDS is a good fit 

for organizations with many 

users who require the same 

applications and amount of 

resources. RDS is simpler to 

implement and maintain than VDI 

while sacrificing customization. 

Multiple users sharing server 

resources minimizes storage and 

overhead costs but often leads 

to contention and application 

issues.  VDI is a better option 

for more complex deployments 

with different user types, and 

delivers the virtual desktops and 

applications separately to avoid 

any compatibility issues.  

Desktop Pools: 

Persistent virtual desktops or Floating Pool desktops?

Persistent virtual desktop

A persistent desktop retains data on the desktop itself between logons and 

reboots. This includes all data such as user settings, applications, internet 

bookmarks and so on and does not require other other methods of copying 

data to additional desktops.  Additionally a user can have an application 

installed directly on their desktop which will be retained for them to use 

and does not require all users having it on their desktop or virtualising the 

application.

When using a persistent desktop a user is assigned a single specific desktop 

that is only for their use.  This ensures they can access their desktop with all 

their settings and installed applications.  Desktops are created from a master 

image but not re-created after use.

Floating pool desktop

Many organizations prefer floating desktop pools instead of providing 

dedicated desktops to end user.  Floating user assignments can save on 

computing and licensing resources to make them more cost effective 

than a dedicated desktop.  A floating pool allows multiple, different users 

to concurrently logon to desktop devices up to the maximum number of 

desktops that are in the pool.  Additionally, floating pools can be set up to 

not allow any application installation onto the desktop to ensure consistency 

and enhance security.  Floating pool desktops are very cost effective for 

call center agents or any other employee groups that access common 

applications.
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Conclusion

Virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) is an alternative way to provide secure, 

managed, desktops.  

This solution is a good fit when users require access to their desktops from 

different locations and devices.  It offers secure deployment for remote 

employees without the potential costs of additional workstation resources, 

such as physical desktop hardware. or the hassle of installing additional 

drivers.  VDI enables simplified software updates across multiple users.

Additionally, Desktop Virtualization with VMware Horizon with DMS iTECH 

delivers scalable solutions that are fully integrated with VMware vCenter. 

They offer:

• Canada’s fastest-growing cloud solution

• An easy to manage consumption model that helps organizations grow 

deployments to match business needs.

• A simple provisioning and operations model that can spin up virtual 

desktops in minutes instead of hours or days

• Uncompromised user experiences across user devices and locations, 

delivered across a highly available datacenter and network

• A competitively priced, accelerated path to ROI that reduces VDI 

deployment risks and initial capital outlay.

       DMS iTECH VDI Architecture

• Manage IaaS and VDI workloads 

across multiple data centers 

using proven vCloud Director 

Cloud Management Platform

• Leverage VMware NSX 

technology for software defined 

networking, or provision your 

own VMware compatible virtual 

firewall appliance

• Minimize latency between Virtual 

Desktops and Cloud Services by 

leveraging our redundant 10Gbps 

connections to the Internet

• Protect your workloads using our 

Veeam self-service portal

• Multiple connectivity options 

available at all DMS iTECH Data 

Centers, including IPsec VPN, 

SSL VPN, MPLS
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